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Glassy carbon was Ar+-ion bombarded with a simultaneous Mo supply under ultrahigh vacuum conditions using a microprotrusion fabrication system that consists of a differentially pumped ion gun and a seed-material supply source. Conical protrusions were formed by sputtering with a seed supply, and carbon nanofibers (CNFs) grew on the tips even at room temperature. The length of CNFs reached up to \( \sim 10 \) \( \mu \)m, and their diameter was almost uniform (50 nm) in the growth direction. The short CNFs aligned in the ion beam direction, whereas the long ones were non-aligned. The CNF growth on a glassy carbon surface was ascribed to the enhanced surface texturing and to the massive redeposition of C atoms onto cones, both of which are specific to the oblique ion bombardment: The former would lead to an increase in the number of possible nucleation sites for the CNF growth, and the C atoms arising from the latter process would migrate toward the conical tips, thus forming CNFs. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.

Low-dimensional carbon materials, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and carbon nanofibers (CNFs), have attracted great attention in materials science and microelectronics technology since the discovery of CNTs by Iijima. They have been synthesized by several methods, such as arc discharge, laser ablation, chemical vapor deposition, and so on. In these methods, in general, temperatures higher than 500 °C are necessary for the synthesis of CNTs and CNFs. For a wider range of applications, however, synthesis at lower temperatures needs to be achieved.

Ion irradiation to metals, semiconductors, and also carbon surfaces sometimes induces the formation of various types of surface structures, such as ripples, conical protrusions, rods, and whiskers, with dimensions from nanometres to micrometers. In addition, during the ion bombardment, a simultaneous supply of so-called “seed” materials, which differ from the surface-constituent materials, is known to enhance the surface texturing. Thus, ion bombardment with a simultaneous seed supply may have a great potential for fabricating a desired type and size of structure on any solid substrate.

Recently, we constructed a microprotrusion fabrication system [ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) operation] consisting of a differentially pumped ion gun and a seed-material supply source, whose etching and deposition rates are independently controllable, and have launched the systematic experiments on surface modification by ion bombardment for a C–Mo system. In these experiments, we found that oblique Ar+ ion bombardment with a simultaneous Mo supply induces room-temperature growth of linear and curved CNFs on a glassy carbon surface, on which no CNF formation has been reported so far. In this letter, we will deal with this morphological modification of a glassy carbon surface.

Our experimental system comprises an UHV-SEM (scanning electron microscope; JEOL; JAMP-10S), a differentially pumped micro-beam ion gun (JEOL; MIED), an arc-plasma gun (ULVAC; APG-1000) serving as a seeding source, and a sample heating stage. The ion gun and the arc-plasma gun, both of which operate under an UHV ambient, are located on the same X-Z plane, with their incidence angles at 55° from the normal to the surface (Fig. 1). 3 keV Ar+ ions focused into a microbeam 380 \( \mu \)m in diameter with mean ion-current densities of 88–264 \( \mu \)A/cm², which correspond to the sputtering rate (S) at the ion-beam center of 10–30 nm/min, respectively, were used for sputtering. Oblique sputtering is often known to enhance the formation of surface roughness, especially for initially nonflat surfaces, compared with the sputtering at normal ion incidence. Thus, the configuration of ion beam used here is quite suitable for the fabrication of microprotrusions. The simultaneous Mo
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FIG. 1. Geometrical configuration of sample, ion beam, and seed supply source.
formation of clusters or forests of cones was also observed when the size of grown cones with increasing chamber was pumped down to \( 2 \times 10^{-7} \) Pa during the experiments. Thus, the pressure remained at \( 10^{-6} \) Pa during the experiments.

The target material used was a glassy carbon (Tokai Carbon Co., Ltd.). Ion irradiations with a simultaneous Mo supply were carried out at both room temperature and at 120 °C for 100 min. After the experiments, the topography of the sample surfaces was carefully observed by both an UHV-SEM and a conventional SEM (JEOL; JEM-5600).

Figure 2(a) shows a SEM image of an as-evacuated sample surface before sputtering. The sample surface was not flat; wavy grain-boundary like structure was recognizable. After sputtering at \( S = 10 \) nm/min with a simultaneous Mo seeding at room temperature, the sample surface was sputtered stepwise due to the difference in the sputtering yield of respective grains, as seen in Fig. 2(b). Thus, the sputtered surface resembled abrupt precipices at the grain boundaries, and small cones were sometimes observed there. A careful inspection of Fig. 2(b) revealed fine ripples on the respective grain surfaces. The ripples were aligned perpendicular to the incidence direction of the Ar\(^+\) ion beam, as predicted by Bradley and Harper in their linear theory of ripple formation. Room-temperature sputtering at \( S = 20 \) nm/min with seeding produced an increase in the number and size of grown cones with increasing \( S \) value. The formation of clusters or forests of cones was also observed on the sputtered surface. The cones were ideally conical-shaped with a sharp tip and were pointed in the ion beam direction.

Cones formed under room-temperature sputtering at \( S = 25 \) nm/min with seeding were quite different in morphology from those fabricated at smaller \( S \) values (Fig. 3). Several cones had a CNF on their tip. Very interestingly, more than one CNF never grew on their respective tips. In addition, no CNF grew without cone bases. The CNFs ranged from 0.2 to 5 \( \mu \)m in length. The short CNFs tended to grow linearly in the cone-growth direction, whereas long ones bent. No relation between cone size and CNF length was found [compare the length of CNFs indicated by arrowheads A and B in Fig. 3(a)]. It should be noted that the diameter was almost uniform in their growth direction for respective CNFs and was almost identical (50 nm) despite a large difference in the CNF length. The yield of CNF-tipped cones was \( \sim 20\% \) under this sputtering condition. Further increase in the population density of cones and in the yield of CNF-tipped cones was not observed for sputtering at a higher rate (\( S = 30 \) nm/min) with seeding at room temperature, although a remarkable increase in the CNF length was recognized. Some CNFs reached as much as 10 \( \mu \)m in length.

The ion-induced growth of carbon whiskers, \( 11,15,16 \) which are larger in size than CNFs, was studied by several groups using normal-incident ion beams before the discovery of CNTs, and the following features were discovered. (1) Whiskers exhibit an initial rapid growth process of leads or fine whiskers followed by a slower, diffusion-fed process. (2) All of the fine whiskers point in the incidence direction of the ion beam. (3) Whiskers never grow on diamond or glassy carbon surfaces. Since these investigations focused mainly on the surface modification of graphite surfaces by ion bombardment at rather high ion doses (\( \geq 10^{19} \) ions/cm\(^2\)), the fine whiskers, which correspond to the present CNFs, have been treated merely as a precursor to ion-induced C-whiskers. For this reason, their features have yet to be fully revealed. As disclosed in the present work, the oblique ion bombardment with a seed supply induced CNF growth even on a glassy carbon surface, and some CNFs were nonaligned in the ion beam direction.

CNFs grew only on the cone tips, as shown in Fig. 3. This fact strongly suggests that cone formation is a necessary condition for CNF growth and that the nucleation site for CNF growth is at the very top of the respective cones. As is well known, oblique ion bombardment often enhances ion-beam

![FIG. 2. SEM images of (a) an as-evacuated glassy carbon surface, and (b) a surface Ar\(^+\)-sputtered with Mo seeding at room temperature. Inset in (b): Enlarged SEM image of a cone.](image1)

![FIG. 3. Typical SEM images of the surface Ar\(^+\)-sputtered with Mo seeding at room temperature.](image2)
induced surface texturing more than does normal-incidence sputtering, and entails a large amount of redeposition of sputtered particles onto the side body of cones, especially at their acute angle side between the growth direction of cones and the substrate plane.\(^8,9\) Thus, in the present experiments, the enhanced texturing would lead to an increase in the number of possible nucleation sites for CNF growth on the sputtered surface. Moreover, the redeposited massive C atoms would diffuse toward the cone tips, resulting in CNF formation even on the glassy carbon surface.

In order to enhance surface diffusion, an experiment was also done at 120 °C under one of the best sputtering conditions (\(S = 25 \text{ nm/min}\) with a seeding) for CNF growth. The result is shown in Fig. 4. Compared with room-temperature sputtering, the number of cones increased dramatically, and the yield of CNF-tipped cones reached as high as 50%. Strangely, the diameter of CNFs was almost identical, independent of the sputtering temperature. It should be stressed that the length of CNFs grown at 120 °C was much longer than those achieved at room temperature, and that the growth direction of the CNFs was random. Such a dramatic increase in CNF length strongly suggests that surface diffusion plays a key role in sputter-induced CNF growth.

According to Van Vechten et al., ion-induced CNF growth is ascribable to the attachment of migrated C atoms only onto the CNF tops pointing into the ion beam.\(^{16}\) This is based on the hypothesis that the hydrogen termination of carbon surface arrests CNF growth. In their growth model, during their growth, CNFs are terminated with hydrogen. In their growth model, the hydrogen termination of CNFs is improbable, because the pressure during the sputtering was sufficiently low (10\(^{-6}\) Pa) thanks to the differential pumping of the ion gun. Thus, nonaligned growth may be attributable to the nontermination of the CNF surface with hydrogen. If so, however, why are CNFs uniform in their diameter, independent of their growth direction, and why does no branched-off growth occur? In addition, it is still unclear why CNFs grow only at the cone tops. In order to answer these questions and to elucidate the growth mechanism, the structural determination of an interface between a CNF and a conical base by transmission electron microscope may be important. Investigations into this line of questions are now under way. From the standpoint of the synthesis of low-dimensional carbon materials, the present sputtering method is quite simple and has a great potential for their massive synthesis at low temperature. Moreover, since CNFs grow only on the cone tips, they may be applicable for tips of scanning probe microscope.

In summary, oblique Ar\(^+\) ion bombardment with a simultaneous Mo supply under UHV condition induces the room-temperature growth of cones with either aligned or nonaligned CNFs on a glassy carbon surface. CNFs were 0.2–10 \(\mu\text{m}\) in length and about 50 nm in diameter, and grew only on the cone tops. The yield of CNF-tipped cones and CNF length increased dramatically as sputtering temperature increased, but CNF diameter was almost identical independent of the sputtering temperature. Their growth was ascribed to the enhanced surface texturing and to the massive redeposition of C atoms onto cones, both of which are specific to oblique ion bombardment: The former would lead to an increase in the number of possible nucleation sites for CNF growth, and the C atoms arising from the latter process would migrate toward the conical tips, thus forming CNFs. The present sputtering method is quite promising for low-temperature synthesis of CNFs.